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Dear Editar:

First off - congratulations on the excellent work done! The
"Women and Education" issue of the McGill Journal of Education
came to me as a surprise, a delight and a much-needed encourage
ment. As a member of the McGill Women's Union and the Women's
Studies Steering Committee, 1 found this an invaluable collection
of articles in the support that it provides for our efforts.

Reading the first few articles 1 felt my anger rise anew at the
statement of so much discrimination, past and present, against
women who have tried to excel in academie life. When 1 realize in
my own life how much it has cost me to transcend these barriers,
1 know that we have to continue challenging sexism at aIl school
levels until women are finally allowed and encouraged to develop
freely.

The articles describing women's attempts and successes at brealdng
into male bastions of education were a great source of strength. And
my mood grew even brighter when 1 read of etsablished Women's
Studies Programs where women could finally study a reality truly
our own.

1 found it a very effective blend of material: it was relevant to
the McGill-Concordia University scène, as well as pointing backward
and forward in time to the many problems women face in their
search for learning.

The poems probably touched me most of aU - such poignant
and subtle insights into feminine experience. They alluded eloquently
to the depth of emotion that 1 think is always an underlying part
of women's struggles.

1 can only commend youon your efforts and hope to see this
important subject revisited time and timeagain in future [ournals.

Andrea Vabalis
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